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Abstract
EagerPy is a Python framework that lets you write code that automatically works natively
with PyTorch, TensorFlow, JAX, and NumPy. Library developers no longer need to choose
between supporting just one of these frameworks or reimplementing the library for each
framework and dealing with code duplication. Users of such libraries can more easily
switch frameworks without being locked in by a specific 3rd party library. Beyond multi-
framework support, EagerPy also brings comprehensive type annotations and consistent
support for method chaining to any framework. The latest documentation is available
online at https://eagerpy.jonasrauber.de and the code can be found on GitHub at
https://github.com/jonasrauber/eagerpy.
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1. Introduction
The recent advances in deep learning go hand in hand with the development of more and
more deep learning frameworks. These frameworks provide high-level yet efficient APIs for
automatic differentiation and GPU acceleration and make it possible to implement extremely
complex and powerful deep learning models with relatively little and simple code.
Originally, many of the popular frameworks like Theano (Team et al., 2016), Caffe
(Jia et al., 2014), MXNet (Chen et al., 2015), TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016), and CNTK
(Seide and Agarwal, 2016) used a graph-based approach. The user first defines a static
data flow graph that can then be efficiently differentiated, compiled, and executed on GPUs.
Knowing the whole computation graph ahead of time is useful for achieving high performance.
It can, however, make it difficult to debug models and to implement dynamic models with
changing graphs such as RNNs.
More recently, eager execution of deep learning models has become the dominant ap-
proach in deep learning research. Instead of building a static data flow graph ahead of
time, eager execution frameworks provide a define-by-run API that builds dynamic, tem-
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porary graphs on the fly. The first popular implementations of this approach were Torch
(Collobert et al., 2011), Chainer (Tokui et al., 2015), and DyNet (Neubig et al., 2017). Us-
ing the define-by-run approach, they made it much easier to debug models and to implement
dynamic computation graphs such as RNNs. Originally, this came at the cost of lower per-
formance or the need to use less popular programming languages. This changed when Py-
Torch (Paszke et al., 2019) combined the advantages of the different eager execution frame-
works, that is it combined high performance—competitive to graph-based frameworks—
with an easy-to-use define-by-run Python API. With the introduction of TensorFlow Eager
(Agrawal et al., 2019) and the switch to eager execution in TensorFlow 2, eager execution is
now being used by the two dominant deep learning frameworks, PyTorch and TensorFlow.
Despite these similarities between PyTorch and TensorFlow 2, it is not easily possible to
write framework-agnostic code that directly works with both frameworks. At the semantic
level, the most fundamental difference lies in the APIs for automatic differentiation. In Py-
Torch, gradients are requested using an in-place requires_grad_() call, zeroed out using
the zero_grad() function, backpropagated by calling backward() and finally read using
the .grad attribute. TensorFlow offers a more high-level GradientTape context manager to
track gradients and a tape.gradient function to query gradients. Beyond that, the APIs of
PyTorch and TensorFlow 2 differ a lot at the syntactic level, e.g. in how they name param-
eters (e.g. dim vs. axis), classes (e.g. CrossEntropyLoss vs. CategoricalCrossentropy),
and functions (e.g. sum vs. reduce_sum), and whether they support method chaining.
EagerPy resolves these differences between PyTorch and TensorFlow 2 by providing a
single unified API that transparently maps to the different underlying frameworks without
computational overhead. This is similar to how Keras (Chollet et al., 2015) unified the graph-
based APIs of TensorFlow 1 and Theano. The difference is that EagerPy focuses on eager
execution instead of graph building. In addition, EagerPy’s approach is very transparent
and allows users to easily combine framework-agnostic EagerPy code with framework-specific
code. This makes it possible to gradually adopt EagerPy for individual functions.
Supporting additional eager execution frameworks in EagerPy is just a matter of spec-
ifying the necessary translations. EagerPy therefore also comes with support for JAX
(Bradbury et al., 2018), a relatively new framework that has recently gotten a lot of traction
thanks to its functional design, NumPy-compatible API and innovative features such as au-
tomatic vectorization. In fact, EagerPy’s approach to unify the different APIs for automatic
differentiation borrows a lot from the high-level functional automatic differentiation API
in JAX. Finally, EagerPy also supports NumPy (Oliphant, 2006) as yet another backend,
though of course NumPy neither supports automatic differentiation nor GPU acceleration.
EagerPy thus makes it possible to write framework-agnostic code that works natively
with PyTorch, TensorFlow, JAX, and NumPy. In a first step, developers of new libraries
profit from this because they no longer need to choose between supporting just one of
these frameworks or reimplementing their library for each framework and dealing with code
duplication. In a second step, the users of these libraries profit because they can more easily
switch frameworks without being locked in by a specific 3rd party library.
Beyond that, even users of only a single framework can benefit from EagerPy because
it brings all of EagerPy’s API improvements such as comprehensive type annotations and
consistent support for method chaining to each supported framework.
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2. Design & Implementation
EagerPy is build with four design goals in mind. The two key goals are to provide a
unified API for eager execution (Section 2.1) and to maintain the native performance of
the underlying frameworks (Section 2.2). These two key goals define what EagerPy is and
are core to its design. The two additional goals, a fully chainable API (Section 2.3) and
comprehensive type checking support (Section 2.4), make EagerPy easier and safer to work
with than the underlying framework-specific APIs. Despite these changes and improvements,
we try to not unnecessarily sacrifice familiarity. Whenever it makes sense, the EagerPy API
follows the standards set by NumPy, PyTorch, and JAX.
2.1 Unified API
To achieve syntactic consistency, we define an abstract Tensor class with the appropriate
methods and an instance variable holding the native tensor, and then implement a specific
subclass for each supported framework. For many operations such as sum or log this is
as simple as calling the underlying framework, for others it is slightly more work. The
most difficult part is unifying the automatic differentiation APIs. PyTorch uses a low-level
autograd API that allows but also requires precise control over the backpropagation (see
Section 1 for some details). TensorFlow uses a slightly higher-level API based on gradient
tapes. And JAX uses a very high-level API based on differentiating functions. To unify
them, EagerPy mimics JAX’s high-level functional API and reimplements it in PyTorch and
TensorFlow. EagerPy exposes it through its value_and_grad_fn() function (Appendix C).
Being able to write code that automatically works with all supported frameworks re-
quires not only syntactic but also semantic unification. To guarantee this, EagerPy comes
with a huge test suite that verifies the consistency between the different framework-specific
subclasses. It is automatically run on all pull-requests and needs to pass before new code can
be merged. The test suite also acts as the ultimate reference for which operations and which
parameter combinations are supported. This avoids inconsistencies between documentation
and implementation and in practice results in a test-driven development process.
2.2 Native Performance
Without EagerPy, code that wants to interface with different deep learning frameworks has
to go through NumPy. This requires expensive memory copies between CPU (NumPy) and
GPU (PyTorch, TensorFlow, JAX) and vice versa. Furthermore, many computations are
then only executed on CPU. To avoid this, EagerPy just keeps references to the original
native framework-specific tensors (e.g. the PyTorch tensor on GPU) and delegates all oper-
ations to the respective framework. This introduces virtually no computational overhead.
2.3 Fully Chainable API
Many operations such as sum or square take a tensor and return one. Often, these operations
are applied sequentially, e.g. square, sum, and sqrt to compute the L2 norm. In EagerPy,
all operations are available as methods on the tensor object. This makes it possible to chain
the operations in their natural order: x.square().sum().sqrt(). In contrast, NumPy, for
example, requires an inverted order of operations: np.sqrt(np.square(x).sum()).
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2.4 Type Checking
In Python 3.5, the Python syntax was extended to support type annotations (van Rossum et al.,
2015). Even with type annotations, Python remains a dynamically typed programming lan-
guage and all type annotations are currently ignored during runtime. They can however be
checked by static code analyzers before running the code.
EagerPy comes with comprehensive type annotations of all parameters and return values
and checks them using Mypy (Lehtosalo et al., 2016). This helps us catch bugs in EagerPy
that would otherwise stay undetected. EagerPy users can further benefit from this by type
annotating their own code and thus automatically checking it against EagerPy’s function sig-
natures. This is particularly useful because TensorFlow, NumPy, and JAX do not currently
provide type annotations themselves.
3. Examples
Listing 1 shows a generic EagerPy norm function that can be called with a native tensor
from any framework and returns its norm, again as a native tensor from the same framework.
More examples with detailed explanations can be found in Appendix A and Appendix B.
1 import eagerpy as ep
2
3 def norm(x):
4 x = ep. astensor(x) # native tensor to EagerPy tensor
5 result = x.square ().sum().sqrt()
6 return result.raw # EagerPy tensor to native tensor
Listing 1: A framework-agnostic norm function
4. Use Cases
Foolbox (Rauber et al., 2017) is a highly popular adversarial attacks library (more than
220 citations and 1.500 stars on GitHub) that has long supported different deep learning
frameworks through a common NumPy interface. With Foolbox 3.0 aka Foolbox Native
(Rauber et al., 2020), it has been completely reimplemented using EagerPy. It now achieves
native performance while still supporting different frameworks using a single code base.
While EagerPy was specifically created with Foolbox in mind, it is now being adopted
by other libraries as well. GUDHI (Maria et al., 2014), for example, is a library for compu-
tational topology. It uses EagerPy to support automatic differentiation in PyTorch, Tensor-
Flow, and JAX without code duplication. Moreover, EagerPy also makes it easy to share
framework-agnostic reference implementations of algorithms (Rauber and Bethge, 2020).
5. Conclusion
EagerPy provides a unified API to PyTorch, TensorFlow, JAX, and NumPy without sacri-
ficing performance. Automatic tests guarantee consistency across frameworks. Automatic
deployments encourage rapid releases. Comprehensive type annotations help detecting bugs
early. Consistent support for method chaining enables beautiful code. And being the foun-
dation of the popular Foolbox library ensures continuous development.
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Appendix A. Converting Between EagerPy and Native Tensors
A native tensor could be a PyTorch GPU or CPU tensor (Listing 2), a TensorFlow tensor
(Listing 3), a JAX array (Listing 4), or a NumPy array (Listing 5).
1 import torch
2 x = torch.tensor ([1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6.])
Listing 2: A native PyTorch tensor
1 import tensorflow as tf
2 x = tf. constant([1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6.])
Listing 3: A native TensorFlow tensor
1 import jax.numpy as np
2 x = np.array([1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6.])
Listing 4: A native JAX array
1 import numpy as np
2 x = np.array([1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6.])
Listing 5: A native NumPy array
No matter which native tensor you have, it can always be turned into the appropriate
EagerPy tensor using ep.astensor. This will automatically wrap the native tensor with
the correct EagerPy tensor class. The original native tensor can always be accessed using
the .raw attribute. A full example is shown in Listing 6.
1 # x should be a native tensor (see above)
2 # for example:
3 import torch
4 x = torch.tensor ([1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6.])
5
6 # Any native tensor can easily be turned into an EagerPy tensor
7 import eagerpy as ep
8 x = ep. astensor(x)
9
10 # Now we can perform any EagerPy operation
11 x = x.square ()
12
13 # And convert the EagerPy tensor back into a native tensor
14 x = x.raw
15 # x will now again be a native tensor (e.g. a PyTorch tensor)
Listing 6: Converting between EagerPy and native tensors
Especially in functions, it is common to convert all inputs to EagerPy tensors. This
could be done using individual calls to ep.astensor, but using ep.astensors this can be
written even more compactly (Listing 7).
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1 # x, y should be a native tensors (see above)
2 # for example:
3 import torch
4 x = torch.tensor ([1., 2., 3.])
5 y = torch.tensor ([4., 5., 6.])
6
7 import eagerpy as ep
8 x, y = ep.astensors(x, y) # works for any number of inputs
Listing 7: Converting multiple native tensors at once
Appendix B. Implementing Generic Framework-Agnostic Functions
Using the conversion functions shown in Appendix A, we can already define a simple framework-
agnostic function (Listing 8). This function can be called with a native tensor from any
framework and it will return the norm of that tensor, again as a native tensor from that
framework (Listing 9, Listing 10).
1 import eagerpy as ep
2
3 def norm(x):
4 x = ep. astensor(x)
5 result = x.square ().sum().sqrt()
6 return result.raw
Listing 8: A simple framework-agnostic norm function
1 import torch
2 norm(torch.tensor ([1., 2., 3.]))
3 # tensor (3.7417)
Listing 9: Calling the norm function using a PyTorch tensor
1 import tensorflow as tf
2 norm(tf.constant([1., 2., 3.]))
3 # <tf.Tensor: shape=(), dtype=float32 , numpy =3.7416575 >
Listing 10: Calling the norm function using a TensorFlow tensor
If we would call the function in Listing 8 with an EagerPy tensor, the ep.astensor call
would simply return its input. The result.raw call in the last line would however still
extract the underlying native tensor. Often it is preferably to implement a generic function
that not only transparently handles any native tensor but also EagerPy tensors, that is
the return type should always match the input type. This is particularly useful in libraries
like Foolbox that allow users to work with EagerPy and native tensors. To achieve that,
EagerPy comes with two derivatives of the above conversion functions: ep.astensor_ and
ep.astensors_. Unlike their counterparts without an underscore, they return an additional
inversion function that restores the input type. If the input to astensor_ is a native tensor,
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restore_type will be identical to .raw, but if the original input was an EagerPy tensor,
restore_type will not call .raw. With that, we can write generic framework-agnostic
functions that work transparently for any input (Listing 11, Listing 12).
1 import eagerpy as ep
2
3 def norm(x):
4 x, restore_type = ep.astensor_(x)
5 result = x.square ().sum().sqrt()
6 return restore_type(result)
Listing 11: An improved framework-agnostic norm function
1 import eagerpy as ep
2
3 def example(x, y, z):
4 (x, y, z), restore_type = ep.astensors_(x, y, z)
5 result = (x + y) * z
6 return restore_type(result)
Listing 12: Converting and restoring multiple inputs using ep.astensors_
Appendix C. Automatic Differentiation in EagerPy
EagerPy uses a functional approach to automatic differentiation. You first define a function
that will then be differentiated with respect to its inputs. This function is then passed
to ep.value_and_grad to evaluate both the function and its gradient (Listing 13). More
generally, you can also use ep.value_aux_and_grad if your function has additional auxiliary
outputs and ep.value_and_grad_fn if you want the gradient function without immediately
evaluating it at some point x.
1 import torch
2 x = torch.tensor ([1., 2., 3.])
3
4 # The following code works for any framework , not just Pytorch!
5
6 import eagerpy as ep
7 x = ep. astensor(x)
8
9 def loss_fn(x):
10 # this function takes and returns an EagerPy tensor
11 return x.square ().sum()
12
13 print(loss_fn(x))
14 # PyTorchTensor(tensor (14.))
15
16 print(ep.value_and_grad(loss_fn , x))
17 # (PyTorchTensor(tensor (14.)) , PyTorchTensor(tensor ([2., 4., 6.])))
Listing 13: Using ep.value_and_grad for automatic differentiation in EagerPy
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